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NORM SCOTT
Nuovo Energy Solutions, LLC
Distributes & Services BAUER Compressors

“As we work with all sizes of fleet operators, BAUER’s vast range of CNG 

compressors makes it easy for us to specify the exact size and type 

equipment for each special requirement. BAUER’s line of compressors 

allows us to install high pressure volume with minimal input. Frequently, 

we only have 5 psi of inlet pressure combined with a large amount 

of CNG required for the fleet. Utilizing BAUER’s new C26 

X-FILL Series compressor we are able to meet 

virtually every requirement.”

FEATURING

 The NEW BAUER X-FILL Series

C26

“BAUER’s vast range of CNG 
  compressors makes it easy for us...”

WE MAKE CNG LOOK EASY
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s Ford’s largest qualified
vehicle modifier, the
company is expanding its
vehicle lineup with two new

NGV fuel options: it is offering the 2015
Ford Transit Connect as a dedicated or bi-
fuel CNG Westport WiNG™ Power
System vehicle.
Dedicated and bi-fuel options will give
fleets more fuel flexibility when choosing
to fill up with CNG. Westport’s Transit
Connect will be compliant with Clean
Port Act emissions standards, ensuring
that fleets and small businesses who
service airports can take advantage of
natural gas.
Often used to transport passengers and
cargo, the 2015 Ford Transit Connect
model offers a 2.5L gaseous prep engine
with improved fuel economy over
gasoline. Westport is accepting orders
now through Ford dealerships.

Earlier this year, Westport announced
that all its natural gas fuel system
products and body configurations for

Ford vehicles will be offered and
commercialized under the Westport
WiNG™ Power System brand.

Westport offers natural gas 
2015 Ford Transit Connect

Featuring dedicated and bi-fuel options

A
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he state of Oklahoma, its
agencies and the city of
Dallas have ordered a total of
321 Ford F-150 pickups that

can run on compressed natural gas. 
CNG-powered trucks lower costs and
offer emissions benefits, and the
alternative fuel is domestically produced,
Coleman explained. Operating costs can
be as low as one third that of
conventional vehicles. Typically, the fuel
savings cover the cost of conversion
within three years. 
“For fleet customers in Oklahoma, Texas
and other states, a CNG F-150 really
makes sense,” Coleman said. “The fuel
is more affordable and widely available,
and it reduces greenhouse gases and
pollutants that cause smog.” 
The 2014 F-150 is available with a
gaseous-fuel prep option for the 3.7-liter

V6 that can run on CNG or liquefied
petroleum gas. CNG/LPG engine prep
from the factory costs $315. The
customer then chooses a Ford Qualified
Vehicle Modifier to supply fuel tanks,
fuel lines and unique fuel injectors.
Upfits run approximately $6,000 to
$9,500, depending on tank capacity. 
For fleet managers, CNG conversions can
provide stability against fluctuating fuel
prices, lower vehicle operating costs and
reduce pollutants. CNG sells for a
national average $2.11 per gallon of
gasoline equivalent, and is as low as $1
in parts of the country. By comparison,
the national average for unleaded
regular gas is $3.67 per gallon. 
Customers can also accelerate the
payback period by taking advantage of a
growing number of incentives issued by
states such as Oklahoma. 

NGV expansion 

Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin is leading a
coalition of 22 states seeking to use
more CNG vehicles in their fleets. CNG is
abundant in this country and reduces
America’s dependence on foreign oil.
CNG also lessens the environmental
impact of greenhouse gas by 20 percent
and reduces smog-producing pollutants
up to 90 percent. 
Fallin announced the CNG project at her
inaugural Governor’s Energy Conference
in 2011. Since then, she has worked with
other Oklahoma officials and governors
from other states, met with Ford and
other automobile manufacturers, and
received bids to add more CNG vehicles
to the state’s fleets. 
“I am excited about Oklahoma’s
partnership with Ford Motor Company as

Oklahoma and Dallas order 
over 300 Ford F-150 pickups 

Vehicles run on natural gas

The large purchase includes 256 trucks acquired by the state of Oklahoma and its agencies
and 65 ordered by the city of Dallas. Since 2010, Ford CNG-prepped truck sales have increased
more than 250%, said Jon Coleman, Ford sales manager. Cumulative sales are expected to
exceed 50,000 trucks by the end of the year, and demand is projected to continue growing as
more fleet customers recognize the economic and environmental benefits of natural gas.

T
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we work to support energy efficiency,
cost savings and the use of clean-
burning American-made energy,” Fallin
said. “Ultimately, converting our state
fleets to CNG will save millions in
taxpayer dollars.” 
CNG prices in Oklahoma vary from $1.07
to $2.49 per gallon of gasoline
equivalent. The average statewide price
for a gallon of regular gas is $3.43. Fuel
bills could be reduced as much as 67
percent with CNG vehicles, Coleman said. 
Arkansas, Colorado, Louisiana,
Mississippi and Texas have expressed
interest in Ford CNG-capable vehicles,
Coleman said. 
The specially equipped bi-fuel F-150
model purchased by Oklahoma features
two storage tanks — the regular factory
gasoline reservoir and a supplementary
CNG tank. Combined, this gives the light-
duty truck a range of up to 750 miles,
depending on the size of the tanks. The
most common configuration allows fleet
operators to go 450 miles on
compressed natural gas alone and
another 300 miles on regular gas. 

Most CNG options 

By this summer, Ford will offer eight commercial
vehicles with a gaseous-prep option, more
than any other full-line manufacturer: 

- 2015 Transit Connect van and wagon 

- 2015 Transit van, wagon, cutaway and
chassis cab 

- 2014 E-Series van, wagon, cutaway and
stripped chassis 

- 2015 F-Series Super Duty pickup 

- 2015 F-Series Super Duty chassis cab 

- 2015 F-650 medium-duty truck 

- 2015 F53 and F59 stripped chassis 

- 2014 F-150 light-duty pickup 

Power of Choice 

CNG/LPG prepped vehicles are part of
Ford’s commitment to offering a wide
range of alternative fuel options to
customers to help meet their mileage
and driving needs, including EcoBoost,
hybrid, plug-in hybrid, battery electric,
Flex Fuel and B20 biodiesel.

www.brccompressors.it
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Kwik-Trip
Stores will
acquire 
Quantum CNG
fuel systems

uantum announced that it
has a new customer, as
Kwik-Trip Stores, a major
Mid-west Convenience

Store Chain, placed an initial order
quantity for Quantum’s fully-integrated
light-weight Back-of-Cab Fuel System.
The storage system includes
Quantum’s Q-Lite™ compressed
natural gas storage tanks.
“We had a pre-production launch in
March of this light-weight, highly
innovative back-of-cab storage system
and the response from end users and
fleet customers have been extremely
positive,” stated Brian Olson,
President and CEO of Quantum.
“Introducing innovation that reduces
weight and cost of the storage system
while increasing fuel capacity is the
ultimate driving force behind fleets making
the switch to our system,” he added.
Return-on-investment is a key driver
for fleet customers assessing whether
to adapt higher percentage levels of
purchases for trucks and vehicles that
run on natural gas. Cost effective and
efficient fuel storage systems can
reduce the total cost of ownership and
pay back periods for fleet operators
and encourage increased adoption
rates in the industry.

Q



Worthington is the leading global supplier of pressure cylinders, offering the broadest line of alternative  
fuel cylinders for storage of CNG, LPG and Hydrogen. 

Featuring the 

TYPE III CNG TANK 

The Worthington Type III CNG Tank  

delivers more usable DGE and features 

ultra-lightweight composite reinforced  

technology for extreme durability.
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ravelCenters of America,
operator of the TA® and
Petro Stopping Centers®
travel center brands, has

announced the opening of its first two
LNG fueling lanes at its Petro location at
I-10, Exit 57 (4325 E. Guasti Rd.), in
Ontario, CA. 
Additionally, TravelCenters has
completed retrofitting five of its TA and
Petro Truck Service facilities to bring
them in line with industry standards and
regulations for completing truck service
repairs on both CNG and LNG trucks.
These locations are: 

- Petro Ontario, CA 
- TA Harrisburg, PA (I-81, Exit 77) 
- TA Baytown, TX (I-10, Exit 789) 
- TA Dallas South, TX (I-20, Exit 472) 
- TA San Antonio, TX (I-10, Exit 583) 

“We are very happy to be opening our first
LNG lanes today (May 5),” shared Tom
O’Brien, President and CEO of
TravelCenters. “All of our LNG lanes, at
Ontario and future locations, will be ‘super
lanes’ in that the lanes are equipped with
dispensers that allow pumping of LNG,
diesel and DEF. This ensures that those
lanes can be fully utilized while the
demand for LNG ramps up over the coming
months and years. Additionally, by locating
the LNG lanes with the existing fuel lanes,
we haven’t interrupted truck traffic flow, or
reduced available truck parking spaces at
these sites.” 
TravelCenters is taking a prudent
approach to the emerging natural gas
market, basing site selection and
construction of its LNG fueling network
on demand, with sites being developed
in phases along heavily traveled long-
haul transportation corridors.

TravelCenters plans to have ten more
fueling sites open by the end of 2014. 
TA and Petro Stopping Centers Truck
Service facility retrofits will enable TA
Truck Service and Petro:Lube facilities to
provide the same maintenance and
repairs on both CNG and LNG trucks as
they do on diesel trucks. TravelCenters is
working with NGVi (Natural Gas Vehicle
Institute) on training to ensure that its
technicians are fully trained on service
procedures and safety precautions. 

Chart chosen by Shell

Chart Industries, Inc. has been selected by
Shell to design, manufacture and
commission 20 retail LNG fueling stations.
The Ontario, Calif. station will be open to
the public and features two fueling lanes
that will sell LNG to heavy-duty road
transport customers. The remaining

contracted LNG fueling stations will be
built across North America in a phased
approach, based on customer demand at
existing truck stop sites with the
intention of adding dispensers alongside
existing diesel fueling lanes.
“Our strategic partnership with Shell to
expand the nationwide LNG fueling
network is evidence of the demand for
alternative fuels from commercial
customers,” said Bill Haukoos, President
of Chart Distribution & Storage Americas.
“Chart has a strong reputation for
innovative, customer-focused solutions
and we’ve worked extensively to design
and build a station to meet Shell’s request
for a new global standard in LNG fueling.”
The LNG fueling stations will be fully
automatic, have a low working pressure
and be sized to fill 100 to 150 trucks per day
with two LNG dispensers. The 20 fueling
stations were ordered in 2013.

Shell and TravelCenters unveil
first two LNG fueling lanes at
Petro location in California

TravelCenters plans to have ten more sites open by the end of 2014

The operator of the TA® and Petro Stopping Centers® travel center brands has announced the
launching of LNG refueling service at its Petro station located on I-10, Exit 57, in Ontario, CA. Besides
this site, TravelCenters has completed retrofitting four of its TA facilities to bring them in line with
industry standards and regulations for completing truck service repairs on both CNG and LNG trucks.
These are located in Pennsylvania (Harrisburg) and in Texas (Baytown, Dallas South and San Antonio).

T
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alifornians purchasing a new
Civic Natural Gas vehicle are
now eligible for special
savings from the California

Energy Commission – an immediate
$1,000 purchase credit supplied directly
by certified Honda Civic Natural Gas
dealers at the time of purchase. In
addition to the purchase credit savings,
Civic Natural Gas vehicle customers in
California have the added benefit of
qualifying for single-occupant access to
High Occupancy Vehicle “carpool” and
High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes.
California has the most robust natural
gas fueling infrastructure in the nation
with more than 150 stations in the state. 

With a combined EPA fuel economy
rating of 31 mpge (based on 2014 EPA
mileage ratings) and a fuel cost savings
of up to 40-percent compared to
gasoline, the Civic Natural Gas vehicle
can significantly reduce consumers’ pain
at the pump. Powered 100-percent by
cleaner-burning, abundant and primarily
U.S.-sourced natural gas, it can be
refueled in a matter of minutes, much
like a conventional gasoline-powered
car. The Civic Natural Gas’ interior has
been enhanced with a host of new
standard features including more
premium seating materials and door
panel trim, as well as new Display Audio
with 7-inch touchscreen that allows

users to pinch, swipe and tap just like a
smartphone to access audio,
phonebook, media, vehicle information
and available navigation features. Also
new for 2014, the available Civic Natural
Gas Leather Navi model gains additional
premium features such as leather seats,
heated front seats, heated side mirrors
and a six-speaker audio system. The only
dedicated CNG-powered passenger car
available for retail purchase from a major
automaker, the Civic Natural Gas is
manufactured exclusively by Honda
Manufacturing of Indiana in Greensburg,
Indiana, using domestic and globally
sourced parts.      
Retail customers and fleet clients

Buyers of New Honda Civic
Natural Gas will get $1,000
purchase credit

California has the most robust NGV fueling infrastructure in the nation

C

Customers of this car are now eligible for special savings from the California Energy Commission, an
immediate credit supplied directly by certified Honda dealers at the time of purchase. In addition,
Californian drivers have the added benefit of qualifying for single-occupant access to High
Occupancy Vehicle “carpool” and High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes in the Greater Los Angeles area.
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interested in receiving the $1,000
purchase credit with the purchase of a
new Civic Natural Gas vehicle (up to 20
vehicles per fleet client or retail customer)
must make their purchase from a certified
Honda Civic Natural Gas dealer while
California Energy Commission purchase
credits remain available. 
The supply of purchase credits through
the California Energy Commission is
limited to 1,600 and expires when all have
been distributed or on April 22, 2015,
whichever occurs first.  California leads
the nation in the number of statewide
compressed natural gas stations.
Consumers interested in learning more
about local compressed natural gas
refueling sites can visit the California
Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition web site for
a listing of stations in their area. 

Honda Environmental Leadership 

Honda’s diverse portfolio of alternative
fuel vehicles has included numerous
technologies to improve fuel efficiency
and reduce CO2 emissions including the
first EV leases in California (1997 Honda
EV Plus), the retail introduction of
America’s first hybrid (1999 Honda
Insight), delivery of the first fuel-cell
electric vehicle in the U.S. (2002 Honda

FCX) and five generations of the Civic
Natural Gas (first introduced in 1998).
Honda has been recognized as among
the top automakers in the Union of
Concerned Scientists’ (UCS) rankings of
overall vehicle environmental
performance since 2000, and a Honda
vehicle has been included on the list of
America’s greenest vehicles from the
American Council for an Energy-Efficient
Economy (ACEEE) for the past 16 years. 

“With gasoline prices forecasted to rise in
California this summer, attractive offers
like purchase credits make this a great
time to purchase a Civic Natural Gas
vehicle,” said Steve Center, vice president
of the American Honda Environmental
Business Development Office. “If you’re
looking to save money at the pump,
spend less time in traffic, and reduce your
environmental impact, the Civic Natural
Gas Vehicle is an ideal choice.”
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2G, Fitzgerald Glider Kits and
Agility Fuel Systems have
teamed to build the first
Freightliner Cascadia Trucks

to run on dual-fuel. These trucks are
enabled to run on up to 60% CNG and
40% diesel with the D2G DualFlex+
system and equipped with Agility Fuel
System CNG tanks. Foodliner will operate
the five sleeper cab trucks providing a
significant carbon footprint reduction to
meet the goals of its customer.
The Cascadia aerodynamic design,
together with the fuel efficiency of the
Detroit Diesel Series 60 engine, should
result in the best mileage per gallon, for
500HP trucks, ever to be released on
U.S. roads. 
The 60% gas substitution will result in
one of the lowest fuel cost trucks in
America while maintaining all of the
original diesel performance. The D2G
DualFlex+ system defaults to 100%
diesel in the absence of gas, allowing
these trucks full diesel fuel redundancy.
This full diesel fuel security opens the
road to many carriers that may have
been reluctant to switch to 100% natural
gas vehicles.
“We have created a new class 8 truck
product built from a new aerodynamic
truck chassis, with the industry’s leading
engine. By incorporating, the best CNG
fuel storage system, and the most
proven dual-fuel system, we have
created a truck that delivers everything
our customer Foodliner demands for
saving fuel cost, and it furthers Cargill’s
mandate to lower its carbon footprint, all
while maintaining the performance and
fuel security of diesel,” said Elio Muller,
CEO Diesel 2 Gas Inc.
The five Cascadia’s are equipped with
D2G’s integrated electronic cruise control

which is also an industry leading feature
that differentiates them from any other
dual fuel trucks.
D2G is a manufacturer of dual-fuel
conversion systems, which retrofits
existing heavy duty trucks to run on up
to 70% natural gas, without the loss of
original diesel performance. This system
is a legacy of a dual-fuel conversion
technology that has been widely used for
more than 20 years, converting
thousands of engines worldwide. 
Foodliner® ranks among the largest
carriers in the bulk-food industry serving
most of the country’s major bulk-food,
sugar, sweetener, vegetable-oil and flour-

milling companies. The company
operates in 48 states, Canada and
Mexico and is part of the McCoy Group
which also own Truck Country®, one of
the largest Freightliner dealers in the
U.S. today, serving customers at 12
locations in Iowa and Wisconsin. 
Fitzgerald Glider Kits has been the leader
in providing the best glider kits in the U.S.
It has always been a priority for us to
bring innovation matched with the highest
standard for quality and craftsmanship. 
Agility Fuel Systems is the leading designer
and producer of alternative fuel storage
and delivery systems for heavy duty trucks,
buses and specialty vehicles. 

Major bulk food carrier
acquires 5 Cascadia trucks
with D2G DualFlex+ system

D

New class 8 product

Diesel 2 Gas, Inc. (D2G), Fitzgerald Glider Kits and Agility Fuel Systems have teamed to build the
first Freightliner Cascadia Trucks to run on dual-fuel, which will be deployed by Foodliner. These
vehicles are enabled to run on up to 60% CNG and 40% diesel with the D2G DualFlex+ system
and equipped with Agility CNG tanks. Foodliner will operate the five sleeper cab trucks providing
a significant carbon footprint reduction to meet the goals of its customers.
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FedEx, committed to 
natural gas to power
its delivery trucks

arry Carver, a FedEx contractor based in Tyler
(Texas) who drives nine routes from Longview
to Kilgore and over 36,000 miles per year, has
recently purchased a CNG-powered Ford F-59

Step Van for his fleet of 14 trucks and plans to acquire four
more. The vehicle makes 90 stops a day and is equipped
to carry 250 boxes – it’s no issue with the 1,000 cubic feet
of space in the back, two shelves and a rollup door.

Carver said he read about different fuel options when his
local Ford dealer told him about a demo truck equipped
with the dedicated Westport WiNG™ Power System. He
also explained that the Texas Natural Gas Vehicle Grant
Program, an incentive program operated through the
Texas Emissions Reduction Plan — was one of the key
factors in deciding to transition his fleet to CNG.

According to the program, the grant provides reimbursement
of up to 90 per cent of the incremental cost for replacement
or repower of medium and heavy duty vehicles greater than
8500 lbs gross vehicle weight (GVW). The initiative is
intended to encourage owners and operators of heavy-duty
or medium-duty vehicles to convert vehicles to natural gas or
replace vehicles with a new NGV.

“It’s getting over seven miles to the gallon, 7.1 or 7.2. And
the motor oil when you check it, it’s all clean,” Carver
added. The vehicle refuels at the local Independence Fuel
Systems station. However, the city of Tyler is converting
its garbage trucks to CNG and he is optimistic more filling
stations will come online nearby.

H

AT&T achieves new
milestone: deploys its
8,000th CNG vehicle

he compressed natural gas powered 2014
Chevy Express van manufactured in
Wentzville, Missouri was delivered to a work
center in St. Louis, Missouri, and will be used

to provide entertainment and communications services in
the St. Louis metropolitan area. The company has recently
announced this milestone in its overall 10-year, $565
million commitment to add approximately 15,000
alternative fuel vehicles to its fleet by end of year 2018.
“With one of the largest corporate fleets in the country, it
makes sense for our business and our communities that
we constantly seek ways to reduce fuel costs and
minimize environmental impact,” said Jerome Webber,
Vice President, Global Fleet and Transportation
Management at AT&T.  “Operating a diverse fleet, which
includes alternative fuel vehicles, supports AT&T’s
commitment to sustainability and exemplifies how we
strive to do business.”
As a result, AT&T amasses one of the largest corporate
CNG fleets in the United States.
In addition to CNG, AT&T has deployed hybrid electric, all
electric and extended-range electric vehicles, achieving a
total AFV fleet of more than 10,000 vehicles located in 43
states, Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia. As AT&T
looks to accomplish its broader target of over 15,000 AFVs,
the company will continue to deploy a mix of technologies
to meet the varied vehicle needs of its drivers.
AT&T’s AFV fleet allowed the company to avoid the
purchase of 12.4 million gallons of gasoline as of the end
of 2013, over the 5-year period since the company’s
commitment to alternative fuels was first announced.

T
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he public transport
company’s CNG project
includes the construction of a
compressor compound and

fueling station, modifications to the
maintenance and storage facility and the
purchase of 23 new fixed route and 6
paratransit buses.
St. Cloud Metropolitan Transit
Commission is also the first public transit
system in Minnesota to operate a bus
fleet fueled by natural gas. It owns a
fleet of 67 vehicles and this year it

replaces 23 fixed route buses with new
35-foot New Flyer Xcelsior CNG units,
along with 6 CNG paratransit buses.
Additional paratransit and fixed route
buses will be added to the NGV fleet as
they are replaced.
This project, which represents the most
complex in the agency’s 55-year history,
is funded by a $3.35 million U.S.
Department of Transportation Clean
Fuels grant, a $9.1 million Minnesota
Department of Transportation grant and
a local revenue bond. This investment

includes $8 million for construction and
renovation, and an additional $11.4
million for new buses.
Because of the lower cost of CNG
compared to diesel, St. Cloud Metro Bus
expects to save an average of $300,000
annually over the first 10 years in fueling
expenses. 
St. Cloud Metro Bus is located in Central
Minnesota and operates seven days a
week and provides more than 2.4 million
fixed route, commuter bus and dial-a-
ride passenger trips annually.

St. Cloud Metro Bus opens
Minnesota’s first public
transit CNG fueling facility

Also delivers 23 New Flyer Xcelsior natural gas buses

T

On May 16, the mass transportation operator unveiled a filling station and launched its new fleet of
compressed natural gas buses. The special ribbon-cutting event was attended by U.S. Senator Amy
Klobuchar who stated: “This just shows how cutting edge St. Cloud and the region are.”
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Support from all sectors
Calling it a “major part of a big puzzle,” U.S.
Sen. Amy Klobuchar cut ribbon 16 to
introduce the new fleet of CNG buses at the
CNG fueling pump in southeast St. Cloud.
Klobuchar noted the natural gas is
derived from the oil-and-gas production
area of North Dakota, another part of the
“big puzzle” that will help America
develop fuels such as CNG that will be
better for the environment and make the
nation more energy-independent.
Many dignitaries from the greater St.
Cloud area attended the ribbon-cutting
ceremony, including Sartell Mayor Joe
Perske and Sartell City Council member
Amy Braig-Lindstrom, who is vice chair of
the Metro Bus Commission.
St. Cloud Mayor Dave Kleis said Metro
Bus is the first public-transportation
agency in Minnesota to have a fleet of
buses fueled by CNG. The conversion
was an ambitious collaborative effort
among Metro Bus, Xcel Energy, the
Minnesota Department of
Transportation, the federal government
and the four Metro Bus cities of Sartell,
St. Cloud, Sauk Rapids and Waite Park. 
Kleis gave a special thanks to Klobuchar.
She is the one, along with former U.S.
Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood,
who came to St. Cloud in 2012 to present

a federal Clean Fuels grant of $3.3
million to help pay the costs of the CNG
conversion. That is why Klobuchar was
chosen to cut the ribbon at the ceremony.
Other speakers included Ryan Daniels,
the new president of Metro Bus, who

replaced the retiring Dave Tripp; Xcel CEO
Dave Sparby; Wayne Joseph, executive
vice president of New Flyer; and several
other officials from Metro Bus, MnDOT and
the Wendal Co. of southern California,
which built the fueling station.

info@ngvgroup.com // www.ngvjournal.com
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Next eventsGet ready to conquer the upcoming NGV market
The worldwide NGV growth rate not only confirms

forecasts but surpasses them. Within this framework,
it continues to push back boundaries and starts to
reach various African countries. This continent, where
everything is to be done, is eager to have large-scale availability of this fuel.
For this reason and because where NGV is, NGV Journal is, NGV Africa is 
promoted from the number one portal in the industry.

· Massive and guaranteed circulation: NGV Africa will reach an African
mailing of 505 email addresses and 324 postal addresses, from 22 countries:
Tanzania, Algeria, Cameroon, Egypt, Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, Guinea, Kenya,
Liberia, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria Senegal, Sierra Leone, South Africa,
Tunisia, Uganda, Zimbabwe, Rwanda, Benin, Comoros and Ethiopia. 
· Special Promotions: there will be extra discounts for current 

advertisers of any of NGV Communications Group’s magazines. 
· Enhanced advertising: advertisers of the first issue of NGVAfrica

will also reach the readers of Asian NGV Communications’ December
issue because both magazines will be distributed together.

Join the African market! Contact: ngvafrica@ngvjournal.com

NGV Africa, promising project promoted by NGVJournal

.com

Enter a new NGV market
Africa is looking for investors and NGV components

Volume I Number 1 November 2010 edition
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On the whole, could you please describe NGV filling equipments your company
currently offers? Any kind of information you can provide on this subject will be
welcome (characteristics, demand, etc)
SAFE has been manufacturing CNG compression and other ancillary equipment, as well
as compression packages for the oil and gas industry for more than 30 years. Founded
in 1975, it has become a global market leader and has delivered over 3,000
compressors worldwide. The brand has the widest compressor model portfolio available
from a single manufacturer, covering from a few horse power (HP) to over 6,000 HP (the
high HP units are for the oil and gas industry; CNG from 30 HP to 550 HP). The CNG
compressor model portfolio (proprietary design and production) includes radial, V and 
W-shaped, horizontal balanced-opposed and hydraulic piston reciprocating compressors.

SAFE’s CNG compressor product range includes the following:

• Low inlet pressure, high-capacity compressors
• Hydraulic boosters for daughter stations
• High-capacity compressors especially suitable for mother stations
• Small compressors for private fleets
• Oil-free option for highly demanding applications

SAFE’s compact, heavy-duty equipment is designed for reliable and efficient operation throughout a wide range of operating
conditions. Compressors are suitable for both electric and gas engine drives. Main features include:
• Operable under a wide range of suction pressures
• Low operational cost
• Fully balanced
• Low noise level
• Low oil consumption
• Easily upgradeable 
• Suitable for many types of application 
• Discharge pressures up to 5000 psi
• Simple, low cost maintenance

Could you please mention some of the
companies/fueling stations in the United States
you have already supplied with your products
and services?
Since we are just now entering the North America
market, we do not have any units installed yet.
However, we are manufacturing a unit for a
Canadian customer.

What differentiates your CNG product from your
competitors’?
• The main technical differences are as follows: 

“The American CNG market
is developing at the fastest
pace ever in its history”
NGVJournal.us magazine spoke with the executive, who said that the region is evolving from what
was traditionally a light duty fleet to a medium and heavy duty fleet segment encompassing the
over the road class 8 sector. The company is now entering the US/Canada market and offers a wide
range of compressors having delivered over 3,000 equipments worldwide. 

Mario Pirraglia

® INTERVIEW Mario Pirraglia, President of SAFE North America
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• Reciprocating and Hydraulic compressors
• Full instrumentation and remote monitoring (more predictable maintenance, reduced failures)
• Liquid cooled system (better cooling of compressors and gas)
• Self-aligning direct drive system (less maintenance and wear)
• Non-lubricated cylinders (less oil in gas)
• Baring lubrication prior to startup (allows more frequent stars with less wear)
• Skid can be placed on vibration dampers (no need for grouting, less vibration)
We believe we are one of the few companies which incorporates all of the above
features producing a cost efficient, reliable CNG compressor package.

Would you give us information about SAFE’s upcoming projects in the United States? 
At this present time, we are looking for a partner that can package and
distribute SAFE’s compressors. 

What is your opinion about the current natural gas vehicles market
development in the United States? What should be done to accelerate its
growth? 
The American CNG market is developing at the fastest pace ever in its history,
although it is evolving from what was traditionally a light duty fleet market, to a
medium and heavy duty fleet market encompassing the over the road class 8
market. Because of this, the stations being built today are much larger than in
the past. Incentives would certainly accelerate customer adoption, especially
in the light duty market. Though, whatever incentives are provided by any level
of government, they must be predictable, easily accessible and robust.

How do you think development of NGV market contributes to US economy? 
Over the past 30+ years, the NVG market has created hundreds of new businesses and thousands of new jobs, in addition to the
research and development activities at universities and other institutions. The NGV market has also provided us with an
opportunity to diversify our fuel usage to a cleaner homegrown automotive fuel, we just need to take advantage of this gift.

As far as you are concerned, what are the prospects for natural gas vehicles in US?
As a society with a high energy needs, consumption and the continued escalation of traditional fuel prices, there is no doubt in my
mind that NGVs have future in our transportation driven economy. 
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EN PORTO ALEGRE

■

CUENTA REGRESIVA PARA EL EVENTO TAN ESPERADO

■

NGV2014 Brussels: el próximo mes, Europa congrega a la industria
La cita tendrá todos los ingredientes de un encuentro único. Fue pensado para que cada una

de sus actividades sea altamente provechosa tanto para visitantes, expositores y
participantes de los Workshops. Todavía queda tiempo para registrarse y hacerse presente en

el predio Brussels Kart Expo, del 7 al 10 de julio.
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NGV2014 SOUTH AFRICA

■

EL USO DEL COMBUSTIBLE SE MASIFICA EN MÉXICOQuerétaro va por untransporte a GNV

Presente y futuroSe trata de la reunión másimportante del sector queserá llevada a cabo del 17 al20 de noviembre en lacapital de Sudáfrica, ycongregará a las compañíaslíderes del GNV locales y delmundo, así como a los másrenombrados expertos quediscutirán el futuro de estecombustible. África es uncontinente que ya vio elpotencial del gas vehicular ycomienza a masificarlo.

“Taxi campeón”Con el mundial de fútbolFIFA Brasil 2014 comoincentivo y motivación, secreó un programa conjuntoentre las distribuidorasy sindicatos de taxistas. Elobjetivo es que la totalidadde los vehículos de alquilerde la capital regional sevuelquen al uso del GNVantes de este evento detrascendencia internacional.

El gobernador de este estado, José Calzada Rovirosa, dio inicio al llamado
“programa de conversión para el uso de gas natural como combustible alterno” en

unidades que trasladan pasajeros. En el evento de presentación se expuso una

extensa flota vehicular. La renovación del parque rodante público incluye 150

autobuses y 565 taxis convertidos.

Sales and subscriptions
300-5, Changchon-Ri 
Namsan-Myun
Chuncheon-Si  Kangwon-Do
200-911 
Tel. and fax.:  +82 33 260 3456
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.R. England, one of the
nation’s largest refrigerated
carriers, celebrated the
opening of a new terminal at

2250 South Riverside Avenue in Colton,
CA on Wednesday, June 11, 2014.  Also
announced at the event was the addition
of 10 new LNG trucks to the company’s
Southern California fleets.
“We are excited about the facilities that
we are offering our drivers and staff and
we are pleased to be an involved member
of the city of Colton,” said Brandon
Harrison.  “This new facility will greatly
increase the services and amenities that
we can provide our drivers in Southern
California as well as provide closer access
to many of our customers. Our goal at
C.R. England is to provide a world-class
experience for our employees – both
driver and non-driver and independent
contractors. Facilities like Colton help us
provide these opportunities.” 
This 34-acre facility is the second largest
C.R. England facility nationwide and will
feature the following amenities:

- 30,000 square foot Maintenance Shop
with eight service bays and a state-of-
the-art truck wash 
- 18,000 square feet are dedicated to a
Driver Resource Center including laundry,
TV lounge, game room, an exercise
facility and Driver Training facilities.
Additional space is allocated to non-driver
support staff office space, including

operations for several key Dedicated fleets 
- Parking for more than 250 tractors and
350 trailers 
- Parking for drivers and employees

The ribbon cutting event also featured the
display of two of the 10 new Mack Pinnacle
12-liter LNG fueled tractors being added to
the Southern California fleets.
“C.R. England is a strong advocate of
sustainable transportation and is aggressively
implementing and testing new technology,
equipment and training to provide our
customers and our environment with greener
transportation,” said Zach England. “Although
there are still challenges with utilizing natural
gas tractors in our fleets, such as equipment
costs, maintenance, and degradation MPG, we
have made the commitment to continually test
this equipment and introduce them into
strategic areas where the freight and fueling
networks fit best.” 
“Collaboration with both vendors and
shippers has been a critical factor in the
success of the implementation of natural gas
tractors. We have seen some of the many
benefits of natural gas. We hope to continue
to expand our presence this year and into the
future. We are driven to continually find ways
to decrease our carbon footprint.”
- Safe fuel option: It is non-toxic and
disperses quickly. 
- Environmentally friendly: It is the cleanest
alternative transportation fuels available 
- Domestic: 98-99 percent of the gas C.R.
- England uses comes from North America. 

- Natural gas is abundant in North America. 
- Twelve-liter is spark- ignited, not diesel-
ignited, removing the need to have dual
fuel, and removing the need to have
Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF).  
- The 12-liter lighter than its 15-liter
counterpart. 
- As LNG technology has improved over
time, England expects better
maintenance results from the 12-liter.

In 2011, C.R. England introduced 15-liter
LNG tractors into its fleet.  Two years
later, England introduced a Compressed
Natural Gas (CNG) fleet in Utah.
Attending the Colton ribbon cutting were
C.R. England Chief Operating Officers
Zach England and Brandon Harrison.
Government and civic leaders included
Colton Mayor Pro Tem Isaac T. Suchil;
Colton City Council Members Susan
Oliva, Frank Gonzales and Frank Navarro;
Ashley Jones, a representative of State
Assembly Member Cheryl R. Brown; John
Futch, Field Representative for San
Bernardino County 3rd District
Supervisor James Ramos; Interim Colton
City Manager and Chief of Police Steve
Ward; Colton Economic Development
Manager Arthur Morgan; Laura Mancha,
representing  San Bernardino County 5th

District Supervisor Josie Gonzales; and
Colton Chamber Executive Director
Chetay Catalano.  Also in attendance
were customers, vendors, drivers and
employees of C.R. England.

C

C.R. England expands LNG 
truck fleet in California

In 2011, the company introduced 15-liter natural gas tractors into its fleet

The refrigerated trucking company celebrated the opening of a new terminal in Colton, CA on June 11.
During the ribbon cutting event, C.R. England also announced the addition of 10 new LNG-powered
trucks to its Southern California fleets. Two of the 10 Mack Pinnacle 12-liter tractors were on display.
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he Department of Community and Economic
Development announced that Pennsylvania is
expanding its commitment to advance clean and
alternative energy sources with the investment of

more than $3.4 million in grants through the Commonwealth
Financing Authority (CFA). The CFA approved four projects
through the state’s Alternative and Clean Energy (ACE) Program
including two CNG stations.
“The Corbett administration recognizes the importance of
expanding our investments in the energy sector as we continue
to make Pennsylvania a leader in the field,” said Department of
Community and Economic Development Secretary C. Alan Walker.
“Our investments in alternative and clean energy continue to
result in cost savings for businesses and residents as well as
new jobs for Pennsylvanians.”
Ariel Holdings LP, a subsidiary of American Natural Retail, LLC,
will receive a $720,000 grant for the construction of a public CNG
station located in Harmar Township. Located at the intersection
of 910 and Rich Hill Road, it also neighbors Pitt Ohio’s new
trucking terminal, and will directly support the conversion of a
portion of Pitt Ohio’s trucking fleet from diesel to gas. Based on
current demand, this station will displace over 500,000 gallons
per year of diesel, with the potential to displace up to 3,500,000
per year at full capacity.

The other project involves Hypatia Holdings LP, also subsidiary
of American Natural Retail, LLC, which will get a $600,000
grant for the construction of a CNG station located at Franklin
Park Borough. It will have public access and will be located at
2619 Wexford Bayne Road in Sweickley. The location currently
houses an abandoned gasoline station that Hypatia will
renovate. Based on current demand, it will displace more than
100,000 gallons per year of gasoline and diesel.

In Allegheny County

Pennsylvania invests over 
$1,3m in natural gas stations

T
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nion Gas is partnering with
the City of Hamilton to build
and maintain a compressed
natural gas station that will

service the city’s transit bus fleet. 
The new fueling station will have the
capacity to allow the city’s fleet of
natural gas buses to grow from the
current complement of 35 to a total of
120 vehicles over the next six years and
will replace an existing station at the
city’s transit facility on Upper James
Street that is nearing end of life. 
“We are pleased to be working with the
City of Hamilton, a pioneer in natural gas
transit vehicles, to modernize and grow
its natural gas transit fleet,” said Dave
Simpson, vice president of in-franchise
sales and marketing and customer care
for Union Gas. “CNG significantly reduces
operating costs and contributes to a
cleaner environment, making it an
ideal transport fuel for buses
and other heavy truck
fleets.” 

The transportation sector is Ontario’s
largest energy consumer, using 34% of
all energy consumed in 2010, and
represents the single largest remaining
share of Ontario’s greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions. At the same time, only 0.1 per
cent of all energy supplied to the
transportation sector is from natural gas. 
Natural gas prices are lower today than
10 years ago, which means savings of up
to 40 per cent compared with diesel or
gasoline, and experts agree that natural
gas will continue to be competitively
priced well into the next decade. Natural
gas also produces up to 25 per cent
fewer GHG emissions compared with
diesel or gasoline, and almost no
sulphur dioxide or particular matter. 
“We are excited about the opportunity
that the use of natural gas as a
transportation fuel presents for the City
of Hamilton to benefit both from an
economic and environmental

perspective,” said Geoff Lupton, director
of energy, fleet & traffic for the City of
Hamilton’s corporate assets & strategic
planning division. 
Replacing the existing fleet of 35 buses
with CNG versus diesel will save the City
over $1.9 million in fuel costs over the
next two years, and reduce C02

emissions by the equivalent of removing
over 18,100 passenger cars from city
streets.  And as the City’s CNG fleet
expands, the savings will be even greater. 
Details of the project will be further
developed in the coming months as the
city and Union Gas work together to
structure contracts surrounding the
construction and maintenance of the
station. 

U

Canada: Union Gas plans
CNG station to service City
of Hamilton’s transit system

The transportation sector is Ontario's largest energy consumer

The new facility will have the capacity to allow the city’s fleet of natural gas buses to grow from
the current complement of 35 to a total of 120 vehicles over the next six years and will replace
an existing station at the city’s transit facility on Upper James Street that is nearing end of life.
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hird-party logistics provider
Kane Is Able, Inc. has
recently announced that it is
expanding its transportation

fleet with seven compressed natural gas
trucks manufactured by Volvo Trucks.
The commitment to fuel-efficient CNG-
powered vehicles is an important part of
KANE’s sustainability initiative to reduce
costs and minimize its carbon footprint.
KANE’s new CNG-powered trucks are
being manufactured by Volvo Trucks at
the New River Valley assembly plant in
Dublin, Virginia. The Volvo VNL daycab
models feature a 12-liter Cummins-
Westport ISX12 G engine, and are
designed to have excellent
maneuverability. Each truck’s range is
approximately 425 miles between

fueling.
Due to its abundant supply, domestically
produced natural gas is less expensive
and cleaner burning than other fossil
fuels. The CNG-powered vehicles will
produce up to 20 percent fewer
greenhouse gas emissions and
significantly less smog-producing
pollutants than their petroleum-fueled
counterparts. Advances in vehicle
technology now make it feasible to use
CNG-powered commercial trucks for long
hauls and in the mountainous terrain of
the northeastern and western states.
A team of KANE officials recently visited
Volvo’s Dublin plant for a review of the
trucks while they are in assembly. The
team included Chris Kane, Mike Albert,
senior vice president of operations, Larry

Catanzaro, director of transportation
(shown left to right), and Alex Stark,
director of marketing.
“KANE has a long-standing commitment
to sustainable operations,” said Pete
Westermann, president and CEO of the
company. “Volvo Trucks is an
acknowledged industry leader in natural
gas-powered vehicle technology. Adding
these natural gas trucks to our fleet
makes good fiscal and environmental
sense.”
Delivery of the trucks is expected by
August. KANE manages 21 distribution
centers across the United States, and
operates more than 200 power units in
its fleet. The CNG-powered trucks will
operate out of the company’s Scranton,
Pennsylvania, business campus.

Logistics company expands 
fleet with Volvo CNG trucks

Delivery of the trucks is expected by August

T

Kane Is Able announced that it is adding seven natural gas vehicles manufactured by Volvo
Trucks at the New River Valley assembly plant in Dublin, Virginia. The Volvo VNL daycab models
feature a 12-liter Cummins-Westport ISX12 G engine, and are designed to have optimal
maneuverability. Each truck’s range is approximately 425 miles between fueling.
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Compac Industries
achieves certification
for its newly
released stainless
steel CNG dispenser

he New Zealand based
company is looking to
distribute its dispenser
throughout North America.

The dispenser has been
manufactured to the latest UL
(Underwriters Laboratories Inc.) and
CSA (Canadian Standards
Association) standards. Accuracy
and reliability are key features
achieved by the use of Compac’s
Coriolis Meter. Meeting OIML
(Organisation Internationale de
Metrologie Legale) and U.S. NTEP
(National Type Evaluation Program)
standards, the meter also has other
proven benefits in its use throughout
the international NGV market such
as ease of calibration and service.
All materials used in the High Flow
dispensers are of the highest
quality: made of stainless steel for
the best corrosion resistance and to
maintain ductility at low
temperatures. With two model
options available and specifications
designed to meet varying site
needs, Compac’s CNG Dispenser
will be a welcome addition to the
U.S. refueling industry.

Contact: www.compacngv.com

T

ach party brings unique skills
and experience to the joint
initiative. Liquiline has
pioneered the use of LNG ISO

containers for LNG fuel markets in
Northern Europe; LNG America is
developing LNG distribution networks
including America’s first Jones Act LNG
bunker/shuttle vessels. Together, the
joint effort will focus on the movement of
LNG over long distance by ISO containers
being moved by ship and the servicing of
local markets by way of liquefied natural
gas bunker/shuttle vessels. 
Under the agreement, Liquiline and LNG
America will jointly develop specific
proposals for prospective LNG customers
in Hawaii and Alaska as well as marine
fuel markets in the ports of Seattle and
Tacoma. 
“Liquiline has developed significant

expertise with LNG ISO containers and in
providing LNG logistical support to
companies in the North Sea area and
now in Canada. A relationship with LNG
America provides a depth of knowledge
in U.S. energy markets and in the
servicing of marine and local markets
through LNG bunker/shuttle vessels,”
said Calum McClure, President of
Liquiline North America. 

“By teaming up with Liquiline, LNG
America gains immediate experience in
the deployment of LNG by ISO container
in remote applications. Both companies
have been investigating markets in
Alaska and Hawaii and can now join
forces with a unique combination of
skills to deliver highly competitive and
reliable LNG supplies,” said Keith Meyer,
President and CEO of LNG America. 

LNG America and
Liquiline will develop
marine fuel markets

They will combine skills to deliver reliable supplies

E

Both companies announced an agreement to jointly develop
commercial offerings for LNG marine fuel markets in the North
American Pacific Northwest, especially in the ports of Seattle and
Tacoma, and the transport of LNG in ISO containers to remote
markets for prospective customers in Hawaii and Alaska.

Designed specifically for
the developing U.S. market
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The fleet includes 30 vans (Renault
Logan), 10 4×4 vehicles (Renault
Duster) and nine trucks (Kia), which
will be operated by HayPost.
President of the Republic of Armenia
Serzh Sargsyan attended the official
presentation of the fleet which will
contribute to the implementation of
HayPost Trust Management program
and to reducing emissions of CO2 in
to the atmosphere.

New Renault Logan vans will replace
old vehicles used in the regions, some
of which were produced still in Soviet
period. The Kia trucks transporting
the mail from Yerevan to regions will
cover 90,000 kilometers, the
equivalent of driving along the
Equator around the earth two times.
Renault Duster 4×4 vehicles will be
used mainly in the regions, bringing
the post in time to even the most
isolated rural areas.

Due to the high accessibility of Kia
and Renault Duster vehicles it will be

possible to deliver the items in time even
to the inhabitants of mountain villages
during the snowiest months of winter.

Besides, all NGVs are equipped with GPS
tracking systems providing more secure

and safe operation. These changes are
intended to upgrade and improve the
operations quality level up to the
highest international standards. The
total investment for the 49 units was
US$ 1,2 million.

Patrick McLoughlin MP christened the new facility located at
the company’s hub in Tamworth. He also met with senior
UPS executives to discuss the use of biomethane in the
logistics industry before being given a tour of the Tamworth
hub. UPS originally used biomethane vehicles in their
operations in the UK for the London 2012 Games, before
permanently incorporating them into the UK fleet once the
Games had concluded.

“It’s great to see British companies stepping up to the
challenges presented by climate change while grasping the
economic opportunities that come with developing alternative
technologies and fuels. We are keen to see more use of
biogas, which is why we have extended tax incentives on all
gas transport fuels. This will provide more support for those
considering investing in these technologies,” said Secretary
of State for Transport, Rt Hon Patrick McLoughlin MP.

The refueling station –with a 10 tons cryogenic tank– will be
used to supply fuel to UPS’s 20 dual fuel trucks with a
mixture of diesel and biomethane. The vehicles are then
used on long overnight journeys so that the maximum
amount of diesel possible is displaced by biomethane –

typically achieving a 40 per cent carbon emissions reduction
and very low air quality emissions.
Moreover, Peter Harris, Director of Sustainability, UPS Europe
stated: “We have championed biomethane’s suitability as an
alternative fuel for several years now, especially for heavy
goods vehicles (HGVs) where few if any other fuels have the
same potential. It’s great to have this opportunity to illustrate
to government the benefits biomethane can bring.”

UK Transport Secretary unveils UPS 
biomethane station in Staffordshire

Armenia’s national postal operator 
adds 49 new CNG-powered vehicles

.comPublished on
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Iran 3.500.000 3.493.948 6.036 16 2.186 2.151 35 1.000 480,00 647,03 74,2% May 2014
China 3.000.000 2.070.000 760.000 120.000 50.000 5.730 5.530 200 400 9 2751,10 0,0% June 2013
Pakistan 2.790.000 2.609.500 500 180.000 2.997 2.997 245,75 480,21 51,2% March 2013
Argentina 2.389.570 2.389.570 1.932 1.932 32 199,38 430,12 46,4% February 2014
Brazil 1.773.403 1.773.403 1.805 1.805 7 144,53 319,21 45,3% February 2014
India 1.800.000 500.000 300.000 200.000 800.000 903 903 163,21 1190,00 0,0% November 2013
Italy 823.000 820.000 2.000 1.000 1.022 967 55 199 75,00 154,40 48,6% July 2013
Colombia 476.506 446.777 20.069 9.660 708 708 3 45,00 148,35 30,3% December 2013
Uzbekistan 450.000 450.000 213 213 50 81,00 0,0% June 2013
Thailand 448.025 380.689 13.086 52.491 1.759 492 466 26 0 184,20 150,09 122,7% April 2014
Bolivia 273.342 273.342 178 178 46 26,28 49,20 53,4% August 2013
Armenia 226.800 192.000 17.300 17.500 345 9 336 26,52 100,46 26,4% September 2011
Bangladesh 220.000 145.304 10.000 27.000 37.696 585 585 13 91,55 79,64 115,0% April 2013
Egypt 198.852 197.206 1.299 347 172 168 4 46,85 39,41 118,9% December 2013
Peru 174.926 174.915 11 231 231 18,56 31,52 58,9% February 2014
Ukraine 170.000 8.036 102.216 59.748 325 133 192 8 52,00 355,89 14,6% March 2014
USA 142.000 83.000 40.300 18.700 1.466 760 706 239 4.747 77,52 150,80 51,4% May 2014
Venezuela 90.000 90.000 166 166 300 80 8,15 16,20 50,3% June 2011
Germany 96.349 94.707 1496 90 56 915 844 71 86 804 23,00 21,61 106,4% April 2013
Russia 90.000 58.990 12.900 18.060 50 252 212 40 15 4 33,75 63,78 52,9% July 2013
Georgia 80.600 51.000 6.000 5.000 18.600 100 100 25 32,11 0,0% November 2013
Bulgaria 61.623 61.500 105 11 7 106 105 1 7 15,00 11,39 131,6% July 2013
Malaysia 55.999 55.345 594 60 184 182 2 10 14,80 11,75 126,0% October 2013
Sweden 44.322 41.820 1.851 648 3 203 146 57 12 11,70 13,60 86,0% December 2012
Japan 42.590 16.564 1.560 22.516 1.950 314 274 40 612 25,77 0,0% March 2013
South Korea 40.222 8.094 30.880 1.247 1 191 107 84 93,00 95,09 97,8% March 2014
Myanmar 28.479 25.000 3.475 4 51 51 14,93 0,0% December 2013
Canada 14.205 11.800 199 6 2.200 89 86 3 500 2,84 0,0% May 2013
France 13.538 10.000 2.493 1.045 344 35 309 3 200 6,00 10,12 59,3% June 2013
Switzerland 11.058 10.698 185 115 60 167 134 33 3 117 1,61 2,58 62,5% June 2013
Dominican Republic 10.909 10.909 15 15 100 0,09 1,96 4,7% June 2013
Tajikistan 10.600 10.600 53 53 4,13 1,91 216,5% December 2007
Chile 8.164 8.055 109 15 15 28 1 3,20 1,78 180,1% December 2011
Austria 7.717 7.500 167 48 2 205 175 30 12 13,50 1,89 714,5% June 2013
Czech Republic 7.050 6.334 435 81 200 80 53 27 40 112 2,00 2,52 79,4% March 2014
Kyrgyzstan 6.000 6.000 6 6 0,60 1,08 55,6% December 2007
Netherlands 6.680 5.650 686 341 3 194 124 70 60 558 3,35 0,0% June 2013
Indonesia 5.690 4.850 570 20 250 11 11 4 2,61 0,0% November 2013
Singapore 4.638 4.618 20 3 2 1 1,03 0,89 115,6% October 2013
Belarus 4.600 4.600 42 42 1,03 0,83 124,4% September 2011
Hungary 4.062 4.000 50 10 2 18 3 15 9 50 0,22 0,88 25,1% June 2013
Turkey 3.850 1.850 2.000 14 8 6 35 4,20 6,33 66,3% December 2011
Trinidad & Tobago 3.500 3.500 6 6 1,80 0,63 285,7% March 2012
Nigeria 3.798 3.452 25 287 34 8 8 10 0,93 0,0% March 2014
Spain 3.781 859 1.547 1.238 137 78 30 48 17 21 94,06 5,79 1623,8% June 2013
Poland 3.392 3.000 320 30 42 47 33 14 0,76 1,53 49,8% June 2013
Australia 3.110 25 2.060 275 750 52 5 47 10 130 5,99 0,0% June 2013
United Arab Emirates 2.801 2.800 1 19 18 1 5 1 0,51 0,0% November 2013
Mexico 2.620 2.569 51 8 8 22 1,37 0,62 222,6% May 2014
Moldova 2.200 2.200 24 24 0,40 0,40 101,0% Septemebr 2011
Afghanistan 1.701 300 1 1.400 2 2 August 2013
Finland 1.302 1.188 75 15 24 19 18 1 4 10 0,42 0,45 92,0% May 2013
Slovakia 1.284 900 334 50 14 10 4 15 1,00 1,20 83,1% June 2013
Iceland 916 900 2 14 2 2 2 0,17 0,18 93,8% November 2012
Norway 908 353 514 9 32 26 22 4 7 16,40 1,61 1015,9% June 2012
Serbia 838 788 50 0 0 9 7 2 3 1 0,31 0,29 106,2% October 2012
Greece 708 6 600 102 0 4 4 12 1,33 1,88 70,6% July 2013
Mozambique 661 500 150 11 2 2 2 0,24 0,54 44,4% July 2012
Portugal 586 46 354 86 100 5 1 4 1 1,16 1,14 101,4% December 2011
United Kingdom 559 20 3 496 40 22 5 17 5 10 3,00 0,41 729,2% December 2011
Belgium 499 472 3 11 13 16 12 4 22 15 0,10 0,0% March 2013
Vietnam 462 400 50 12 7 7 July 2012
Luxembourg 261 221 39 1 7 6 1 2 2 0,16 0,0% July 2013
New Zealand 201 19 61 84 37 14 14 0,26 0,0% December 2010
Estonia 194 170 18 6 4 2 2 1 1 0,02 0,09 22,4% May 2013
Lithuania 200 75 125 4 4 3 5 0,20 0,39 51,5% December 2012
South Africa 158 21 136 1 2 2 2 0,41 0,0% October 2013
Croatia 155 66 71 18 2 2 1 0,08 0,24 33,4% May 2013
Lichtenstein 143 64 61 18 2 1 1 1 0,10 0,21 47,9% December 2011
Algeria 125 115 10 3 3 0,05 0,0% December 2011
Qatar 76 1 75 1 1 0,23 0,0% September 2013
Macedonia 54 7 47 1 1 3 0,02 0,14 14,8% January 2011
Tanzania 55 55 1 1 2 0,01 0,0% August 2013
Slovenia 48 23 20 5 6 1 5 1 4 0,082 0,07 120,3% June 2013
Ecuador 40 40 1 1 0,01 0,0% May 2009
Tunesia 34 32 2 1 1 0,01 0,0% December 2007
Philippines 20 20 1 1 0,06 0,0% November 2013
Kazakhstan 20 20 1 1 90 November 2013
Bosnia & Herzegovina 21 20 1 2 2 2 0,01 0,0% June 2011
Latvia 18 18 1 1 0,003 0,00 79,3% September 2011
Panama 15 15 November 2008
Denmark 15 15 2 2 3 July 2012
Romania 2 2 2 2 February 2014
Ireland 1 1 2 2 1 1 0,00 0,0% June 2012
Turkmenistan 1 1 November 2009
Montenegro 1 1 0,00 March 2006
Total 19.642.851 16.643.430 1.345.438 558.1161.095.867 25.460 22.937 2.523 2.579 8.410 2.236 7.533 29,7% June 2014

Country

Natural Gas Vehicles Refuelling stations

VRA

Monthly gas consumption (M Nm3)

Last update
Total Cars/LDVs MD/HD

Buses
MD/HD
Trucks Others Total Public Private Planned

Average 
consumption

(actual
report) 

The 
consumption
in theory

Reported
consumption

Worldwide NGV statistics
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Alabama 23 2 25
Alaska 1 0 1
Arizona 33 6 39
Arkansas 9 1 10
California 262 45 307
Colorado 36 0 36
Connecticut 16 1 17
Delaware 1 0 1
District of Columbia 2 0 2
Florida 33 1 34
Georgia 26 1 27
Hawaii 1 0 1
Idaho 8 5 13
Illinois 41 1 42
Indiana 20 1 21
Iowa 5 0 5
Kansas 8 0 8
Kentucky 4 0 4
Louisiana 23 1 24
Maine 1 0 1
Maryland 9 0 9
Massachusetts 23 0 23
Michigan 19 0 19
Minnesota 12 0 12
Mississippi 6 0 6
Missouri 14 0 14
Montana 2 0 2
Nebraska 9 0 9
Nevada 7 2 9
New Hampshire 3 0 3
New Jersey 29 0 29
New Mexico 11 0 11
New York 112 0 112
North Carolina 36 0 36
North Dakota 1 0 1
Ohio 26 2 28
Oklahoma 94 0 94
Oregon 13 1 14
Pennsylvania 54 0 54
Rhode Island 6 0 6
South Carolina 10 1 11
South Dakota 0 0 0
Tennessee 10 0 10
Texas 70 10 80
Utah 90 7 97
Vermont 3 0 3
Virginia 20 0 20
Washington 25 1 26
West Virginia 4 0 4
Wisconsin 51 1 52
Wyoming 12 0 12
Totals By Fuel: 1334 90 1424

:: LEGEND ::
NATURAL GAS STATIONS

None
10 or less
11 - 20
21 - 50
51 - 100
101 - 200
201 - 300

NGV and LNG stations
in the United StatesCNG, LNG & Blends buses in use

State CNG LNG
Total

by State

Source: U.S. Department of Energy 

Average monthly retail fuel prices

Estimated Consumption of 
Alternative Fuels by AFVs
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-  37% More Gas at Fast Fill 
compared to the Type 4 design

-  Better heat dissipation 
through the aluminum liner 

The Largest Diameter Type 3 Cylinders in the World!

CNG cylinders international
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